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Erinnerungskultur, translated to memory culture, can be described as how a society 

interacts and accepts its past. This idea is most seen within the German society and how they 

tackle their past with the Holocaust. Many have praised this idea while others have pointed out 

the flaws; however, this idea has allowed the Germans to accept their role in the Holocaust and 

integrate those lessons into modern thinking. Considering the idea of how a country accepts their 

role in past tragedies, America is often called into question over how they society tackles the 

history of Slavery. Unlike in the German society, present day American’s are not as willing to 

accept that slavery continues to impact modern life. This reluctance has led to disproportionate 

representation within America’s memory culture and how the society feels about the topic of 

slavery. In this essay, I will investigate the idea of memory culture and consider how America 

has failed to correctly implement it in the case of slavery. Further analyzing the question, I will 

discuss the Whitney Planation as a site that has made progress in the right direction in terms of 

sharing the stories of the enslaved.  

Matthew Cook also investigated the validity of plantation museums and found a similar 

trend of history being removed from museum tours. Cook observed in his research that not only 

were the memory sites of slavery “disproportionality set in the south compared to the north”, but 

they also contribute to “symbolic annihilation” of history.1 By basing most of the sites in the 

South, America sets the stigma that Slavery and racism was only a southern thing. This 

contributes to the overall reluctance of Americans to confront the past, as the history of Slavery 

has been set as a distant regional fault rather than a modern national issue. While examining the 

failures of museums set in the deep South, Cook brings in the Whitney Plantation which has 

started the movement of counter-narrative. According to Cook, the Whitney Plantation has taken 
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the idea of plantation museum and has reimaged it to tell the story of the enslaved persons only. 

Highlights of the museum can be said to be that “… the tour begins in a church founded by 

slaves in 1867, and only in the last ten minutes is the big house mentioned”.2 By having this 

element. Cook describes the plantation as taking a correct approach in improving how slavery is 

remembered. Although this provides a step in the right direction, Cook highlighted that the tour 

still gave off the racist belief that the enslaved persons were unintelligent and passive 

Arnold Modlin and colleagues decided to look into the memory surrounding slavery in 

America and raise the question of if the current state of memory, is doing its victims justice. 

After surveying several main plantations museum in the South, Modlin noticed a trend of these 

museums living out central details about slavery, and sometimes not covering the topic at all. In 

the article, Modin says that this omission of history leads to the “trivializing and romanticizing of 

the brutality of slavery”, rather than telling the true narrative of what took place on the grounds.3 

By removing the stories of the enslaved, these plantation museums serve as memory and legacy 

to the Old South, rather than to the oppression that took place right on property. By having these 

tributes to the Old South, America is unable to learn from its mistakes as the culture still 

celebrates the oppressing forces.  

Further commenting on the current climate of memory, Modlin points out that the 

language currently used in relation to the memory of slavery is also harmful, by stating that 

“Terms such as slaveholder, enslaver, and slave owner are problematic.”.4 These terms give 

power to the oppressors and devalue the humanity of slaves to subjects and property. Instead 

Modlin says that the wording should be restructured to “present the narrative that once enslaved 
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persons had equal lived existence”.5 It is made clear that this is not to say that the current 

terminology should be discarded to present enslaved people as equal in social status, but rather 

present them of being equally human as their revered oppressors.  

Regarding how America can better face the past of slavery, Manfred Breg provides 

commentary on the book “Learning from the Germans” by Susan Newman. In his commentary, 

Berg suggests that Newman believes that America can learn from Germany’s “failures of 

Vergangheitsaufarbeitung”, which is the failure to come to terms with the past.6 According to 

Newman, both countries failed at recognizing the past; however, Germany eventually learned 

from this mistake while America continues to turn a blind eye to its past. By not being able to 

accept its past, America remains in limbo with the impacts of slavery being a modern reality, but 

little regard is given to validate this truth. This leaves voices unheard and a society unable to 

learn from its mistakes. Another point brought up in the review is that America cannot currently 

accept the past of slavery, as it currently upholds the morality of the defenders of slavery. This 

connects back to the trends noticed by Modlin and Cook, as current plantation museums value 

the story and morality of the white slave owners than the lives of individuals enslaved on the 

land. 

Examining the idea of memory culture, further presses the question of how memory is 

decided. When a society memorializes one part of history or others, who is to determine if it is 

being correctly done? These questions have fluid answers; however, within the German context, 

some scholars have researched into the complexity of memory culture and if there is a firm right 

or wrong way to implement it.  
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In terms of the complexity of memory culture, Alon Confino describes how popular 

memory sites such as historical sites and memorials may not be the best way to build societal 

remembrance. Confino builds his argument off the state of the German society in terms of 

Erinnerungskultur, commenting that “When historical relations are reduced to identities and 

memories the understanding of history is more likely to become impressionistic”.7 According to 

Confino, the German society has built a fixed narrative of the Holocaust and has essentially 

reduced it to an event that can be explained. This brings in the complexity of memory culture as 

it raises the question of how these buildings and memorials, designated for memory, can carry 

the explanatory burden of horrors that occurred to the victims being recognized. Confino goes on 

to extend his idea by stating that current memory sites are unable to show “the psychological, 

inner world of the killers”, but rather reflects “the change of one local regime to the next”.8 This 

means that these sites have become rather politized in order to fit within the current society, 

rather than being a vehicle of real memory. Later in this essay I will analysis this idea within the 

context of slavery, as America’s political climate over time has made major shifts in its memory 

culture.  

In his discussion over Erinnerungskultur, Sigrid Jacobeit states that one fall back of the 

memory culture is its reliance on museums and memorials. Instead, Jacobeit believes that “Die 

Geschichtsvermittlung durch Anschauungsobjekte ist sehr wichtig, vor allem für Jugendliche, 

wenn ein Museum auch nie zeigen kann, wie schrecklich ein KZ wirklich war”, meaning 

museums do not suffice as the main centers of memory as they can never convey the true terrors 

that occurred there.9 Her commentary adds on to the argument Confino makes about the validity 

of current memory sites. How can a concentration camp, or in the context of America: a 
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plantation house, serve as a memory site? According to Jacobeit, by deeming these sites as 

memorials or historical sites, there is a destruction of victim stories. The reliance of these spaces 

as main sources of memory, the history of the event has evolved to where people believe that the 

unexplainable can be explained. From this Jacobeit explains how sayings like “Nie Wieder” can 

become less impactful over time.10 

Another element that adds to the complexity of memory is how it evolves over time. 

Jonas Rees considered this idea as he performed a study to see how different generations in the 

German society respond to the holocaust. Rees states that memory culture is established when 

the carriers of memory “use their subjective memory within a time span of 80 years”.11 During 

this span of time, the memory of an event can either be solidified into cultural memory or be 

forgotten. Within the German context, there was silence and a lack of acknowledgement of the 

Holocaust several decades after the fact. However, with societal calls to change, the government 

worked to shift the culture and implement Erinnerungskultur to tell and face their past. Rees’s 

research also brings up the idea that there is a current trend with younger German generations to 

have “less intense moral emotions such as guilt and shame and want to focus more on the 

positives of the past”.12 With younger generations having an increasing disconnect to their past, 

how can memory keep the same emphasis that it did for those of the impacted generation? This 

problem further complicates memory as what worked for one generation may not work for the 

next as society and ideas shift.  

Taking into consideration the arguments brought into conversation by each scholar, I am 

wondering if there is a correct way to establish memory culture within a society and if America 
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can accomplish that feat to correctly remember slavery? With progressing changes within 

societal cultural thinking, it seems that in America younger generations are more willing to 

accept and recognize the past of slavery; however, will this result in an effective memory? 

Furthermore, as I investigate the question if there is a correct way, I also want to direct my focus 

back to the Whitney Plantation located in Louisiana. As mentioned earlier by Cook, this 

plantation museum shows progress in the right direction. My analysis of the Whitney plantation 

and memory culture of a whole will show that although there are not concrete correct ways to 

implement culture, there is a wrong way, and the United State is currently following this path.  

A point I will first focus on is the direct comparison of the memory cultures in Germany 

versus in America. In alignment with Newman, I recognize that the German society is not perfect 

in its implementation of memory culture. In fact, there was silence and a lack of 

acknowledgement of the Holocaust several decades after the fact.13 However, with societal calls 

to change, the government worked to shift the culture and implement Erinnerungskultur 

throughout the country. These changes create a stark difference between the two countries and 

help to point out areas where America is failing the victims of slavery and their descendants. 

Considering the statement made by Rees, Germany was able to correct their mistake within the 

80 years between the event and when it first began to correctly validate the history of the 

Holocaust. To contrast this, within the American society, the event of slavery did not end once it 

was declared illegal. Newly freed African-Americans were then subjected to new forms of 

slavery and oppression, so this system continued to suppress the voices of victims. Another 

contrast within the memory cultures between the two countries, is which days are declared 

national days of remembrance over others. According to Newman, the German society works to 

honor days relevant to the victims and opponents of Nazism; however, the United States, 
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specifically, the South, continues to honors Confederates and white supremacists.14 By choosing 

to honor the perpetrators while struggling to pass legislation to celebrate slave stories— 

Juneteenth— America sets the precedent in its memory that one history is more valid and 

important than the other.  

 Looking at where America currently fails in memory culture, I turn the focus to the 

Whitney plantation. This already established plantation was set to be sold and turned into a 

commercial plant; however, a Louisiana resident—John Cummings— bought the plantation with 

the goal of telling the real story of history. It can be said that “a nation builds museums to 

understand history and have its history understood by others”, and we see this throughout the 

country with the Holocaust museum and the museum dedicated to 9/11.15 Yet, after over a 

century later, there are zero federally funded museums dedicated to slavery. The owner of the 

Whitney plantation has worked to build a better example of how slavery should be remembered 

by first establishing that it will not be a center that caters to “weddings and white dominated 

societies, such as fraternities and sororities, like so many other plantation museums”.16 The 

planation also acts as a counternarrative, as mentioned by Cook, by how the tour centers on only 

spaces inhabited by those enslaved. The tour also highlights the children who died before the age 

of two on the plantation while featuring several other statues and memorials. This acts a step in 

the right direction, as it removes the whiteness that is often emphasized when discussing slavery, 

and instead focuses on the voices of the enslaved.  

 Recently there has been an upward trend in which museums, particularly around the river 

bend near the Whitney Plantation, are implementing the idea of counternarrative. After 

considering the ideas brought into conversation about how memory should be remembered, I can 
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conclude that there is no definitive correct way to implement a history into a society’s memory 

culture; however, the current state of America’s memory is unacceptable. There is not one 

correct way, as society is consistently changing and progressing. Those more closely related to 

the event may perceive the history different than a person who is several generations removed.  

With changing values in American society, there are calls for slavery to be more openly 

discussed as younger generations recognize and accept its impacts in modern day society. In this 

way the cultures of memory between America and Germany differentiate. While there is the 

current trend of younger German generations shying away from the topic of the Holocaust, 

younger white American generations are more likely to face the faults of their ancestors. This 

discussion also circles back to the idea of language usage, as it is the younger members of 

society leading movements to change how the victims of the past are viewed. After considering 

the conversation brought in by each scholar, it is clear that this is a complex question with more 

than one answer. Keeping the same questions in mind, some questions I want to consider moving 

forward are: How can America overcome its constant need to honor the perpetrators of Slavery? 

What will the memory culture of Slavery look like with increasing divisive political climate?  
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